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The rumor has Josh Smith getting dealt, but I don’t 
believe it
10:58 am November 3, 2010, by Mark Bradley

Me, I just can't see J- Smoove 

sailing away. (AJC photo by 

Hyosub Shin)

No sooner had the Hawks announced they’d re-upped Al Horford for $60 million over five years 

did the next logical dot get connected. Chad Ford of ESPN.com was the first to do it, writing:

Several GMs believe the Hawks won’t be able to keep [Joe] Johnson ($18.5 million 

in 2011-12), Josh Smith ($12.5 million in 2011-12),  Marvin Williams ($8 million in 

2011-12) and Horford ($12 million in 2011-12) together past this season for financial 

reasons …

That situation is already leading to speculation that GM Rick Sund may be forced to 

put Smith on the market soon. Sund briefly flirted with trading Smith last summer, 

before pullng back. While no one is claiming he’s been made available yet, a 
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number of GMs around the league expect his name to be in the mix by the February 

trade deadline.

On cue, Vince Ellis of the Detroit Free Press has written that the Pistons “could be interested” 

in Smith. (As fate would have it, the Pistons will play the Hawks at Philips Arena tonight.) And if 

Smith were to be offered, I’d guess all 29 of the other NBA franchises would be interested: He’s 

that good.

My problem with all of this: I don’t believe the Hawks are going to trade Smith. Yes, they spent big 

on Johnson over the summer and now on Horford, and yes, this is an infamously cheap 

organization that dreads the thought of paying a luxury tax. But I expect they’ll let Jamal Crawford 

— whose desire for a new contract has gone unrequited — leave as a free agent before they get 

serious about trading Smith.

The reason being: Smith is 24, and he’s under contract through 2013. Crawford is 30. And as 

much as he has meant to the Hawks these past 13 months, Smith has and will mean much more.

The other presumed dot being connected isn’t financial; it’s tactical. Some believe that the Hawks’ 

long-term investment in Horford means they’re apt to trade Smith so Horfy can shift to what many 

regard as his True Position of power forward. Me being a contrarian, I think it means just the 

opposite.

As muddled as the Hawks’ thinking can sometimes appear, I can’t imagine Sund would say to 

ownership: “Let’s fork over $60 million to keep our All-Star center — so we can move him to a 

position where he won’t be an All-Star.” Sorry, but I just can’t.
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